
ASIAN  
BELGIAN WIT

KANSAS CITY  
BOCK

MEMPHIS  
AMERICAN PALE ALE

The Mandarin orange flavor profile often  
found in a Belgian Witbier allows the citrus  
to cool the palate from the intense flavors of 
garlic, ginger, Szechuan pepper and soy  
often showcased in Asian BBQ Sauces.

 

Sweet, Kansas City tomato- and molasses- 
based BBQ sauce would pair well with the  
complementary sweet notes found in Bock  
beers. A light- to medium-bodied Bock beer  
would balance the residual sugars found in  
these sauces without overwhelming the palate.

APAs typically showcase a tropical fruit  
bitterness that balances with both sour notes 
from vinegar sauces and sweetness from  
coleslaws introduced in Memphis-style pork  
dishes such as pulled pork sandwiches.
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B B Q 
means 
P O R K

And pork’s regional versatility means a  
head-turning style to satisfy all BBQ lovers.
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CAROLINA  
AMERICAN PILSNER

ALABAMA
PALE LAGER

LATIN  
AMBER ALE

The light body of an American Pilsner,  
highlighted by the sweetness from the  
beer’s grain profile, complements the sour 
notes in Carolina vinegar sauces without  
overshadowing the smoke flavors found  
in the pork. 

Pulled pork reigns supreme in the Deep  
South BBQ pits of Alabama. Keep pulled pork 
palates refreshed with light adjunct lagers 
made with corn and rice. The lighter style of 
these beers also allows subtleties of the  
smoke in the pork to shine in dishes.

Often celebrated on Latin American BBQ 
menus, grilled meats like pork chops begin  
to caramelize when introduced to the grill,  
as evidenced by grill marks. A protein like  
this demands a beer with equal body and  
similar caramel flavors, such as those found  
in an Amber Ale.
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